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(Based on Brian Mattson's series)
Relate 'crazy things happen to me!”

● Messy house because 'Jesus is coming soon'.
● Couple indicted for refusing medical care to child.
● Couple restricting the number of children they have because of the world we live in.
● Couple increasing the number of children they have because of the world we live in.
● Car covered in bumper stickers like “Reuse/Recycle”, “Coexist”, and “Jesus is Not a Republican”.
● Car covered in bumper stickers like “WWJD?”, “See You At The Pole”, and “It's a Child, Not a 

Choice”.
● House full of Christian kitsch. FULL of it.
● Christian Yoga—Christian Death Metal—Christian Plumber
● Conversation where it is stated that “the one in authority from Romans 13 could never be a 

Christian.”
● Conversation where it is stated that “I'm happy to teach my kids the faith in our home, but for 

science, math, and history (!?!) we should rely on those who are continuing experts in their 
respective fields.”

1. What do all of these incidences have in common?
All examples of Christians relating to their surrounding culture. 

Morpheus: “I imagine that right now, you're feeling a bit like Alice. Hmm? Tumbling down the rabbit hole?”
Neo: “You could say that.”
Morpheus: “I see it in your eyes. Let me tell you why you're here. You're here because you know something. 
What you know you can't explain, but you feel it. You've felt it your entire life, that there's something wrong 
with the world. You don't know what it is, but it's there, like a splinter in your mind, driving you mad.”
“... there's something wrong with the world”

2. Inherent conflict between our calling as Christians and literally everything else. There's an uneasiness...
How we answer this is not an abstraction—after all, we all live in a culture. We are enculturated beings.
From the very beginning we are surrounded by and participate in culture, each culture having morals, 
symbols, acceptable practices, etc...

3. Difference between nature and culture—blink and a wink. (How do you know when a Cyclops is 
winking?)

4. Culture—what groups of people think and do.

How much of what we see our surrounding culture think and do has a direct reference to the gospel? 
Probably not much on the surface. And the question for many of us has been:
“OK—I'm saved—thank God! Now what?”
5. How does being a Christian affect the rest of my life?

6. Jesus didn't start a new culture, because culture was already here—He started a Church, united to Him by 
faith. How does the Church—made up of you and me, individual Christians, relate to our culture?
Two examples:

7. Simon the Stylite. No, not because he was “stylin”, either...it means “pillar dweller”.
He lived n a hut for 1 ½ years. Not good enough—he moved into a cave. Still not enough—crowds of 
pilgrims got in the way of his devotion to God—so he then built a platform upon a pillar and spent 37 years 
on top of it. He literally 'rose above' the fray of his surroundings and physically got closer to God, all so he 
could hear the Spirit speak to him with no “mediator”. He utterly rejected culture. Us, too...



Contrast that with those 19th-century folks who thought that the Spirit was speaking through culture—
through the progressively-minded socialistic efforts intended to bring peace and justice to all. Classic 
Christian liberalism/emergent/recycling crowd today—these cultural trends are actually doing God's work.
They utterly accommodate culture. Us, too...

We are going to be utilizing the different classifications collated by H. Richard Niebuhr in his famous 1951 
book, “Christ and Culture”.
8.
Christ against Culture
Christ of Culture
Christ Above Culture 
Christ in Paradox with Culture 
Christ Transforming Culture

The question we will first ask is which one of these models best exemplifies what the Bible teaches?
Are they all totally wrong? Is there any truth in each one?

Must be aware of our own tendencies—to be self-conscious of our own traditions.
These are all extensions of our worldview, and are all ways in which we see ourselves in “The Matrix”.
How can we relate to the world rightly, being “in the world” and not “of the world”?

Let's take a popular book on child-rearing as a test case.

Parenting from the Inside Out: 
How a Deeper Self-Understanding Can Help You Raise Children Who Thrive

By Dan Siegel, M.D. and Mary Hartzell, M. Ed.

“Dan Siegel and Mary Hartzell have quite deftly managed to translate highly complex neuroscientific and 
psychological matters into lay strategies for effective parenting. It examines the importance of the parent 
child relationship from the perspective of the child's neurological and social development. It challenges 
parents to examine their own upbringing and to evaluate how their experiences as a child now influence 
their functioning as a parent.” 

We have choices in how we, as Christians, respond to this work.

1. The authors are nothing more than godless pagans who have absolutely nothing valid to contribute to 
the issue of Christian parenting.

2. They're right—and we should follow what they say about parenting.
3. Not bad—needs some supplemental “Christianity” to make it better.
4. Christianity has nothing to do with neuroscientific and psychological matters—go ahead if you want 

to—whatever.
5. The gospel could rescue their good ideas and purify their bad ones.

See what I did there?

My Anti-2-Kingdom motivation: “Men who promote this error pose one of the gravest threats to the Church 
of our time because their sales pitch is perfectly tuned to the sinful tendencies of postmodern Reformed 
church officers who feel shame at the proclamation of the Gospel of Jesus Christ.”
Tim Bayly
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